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Shelter / NFI / CCCM General Cluster Meeting Minutes 

Venue: UNHCR Office in Sana'a 

Date/Time: 11 February 2018 at 10:00 – 12:30 PM 

 

Issues discussed Action required/carried out 

1. Introduction and Ground Rules 

a. A round of introductions took place. Please refer to the 

attendance list in Annex 1.  

b. UNHCR and AlEkram foundation will lead the Sub-National 

Cluster in Sa’adah  

c. Farhan AlMunabbehy will be UNHCR’s focal point in Sa’ada 

d. Sa’ada hub is covering Sa’ada and Al Jawf governorates 

e. Marwan Al-Sabri will be the Sub-National Cluster 

Coordinator in southern Taizz 

f. It was highlighted that the Cluster Coordination Team 

contacts is being repeated on each meeting in order for 

Partners to know whom to contact at the National and the 

Sub-Nationals Cluster level. 

 

AlEkram Foundation to send the 

name of the Sub-National Cluster 

Coordinator  in Sa’adah 

2. Review of previous Minutes of Meeting (MoM) 

 

a. CCT to announce who will lead the Sub-National cluster in 

Sa’ada. Completed. 

Update: Results already shared with the SAG for validation 

and concerned Partners. 

b. CCT to follow up with NRC if they made a replacement for 

Marwan Al-Sabri. Completed. 

Update: NRC have confirmed that they will support 

coordination in Taiz but will have a meeting Monday to 

discuss the ToR. 

c. CCT will send an invitation to partners to lead the available 

TWiGs. Completed. 

Update: Leads and Co-leads have been identified for all 

TWiGs. 

d. After identifying the lead and Co-lead of each TWiG, an 

invitation will be sent to members to join any working group 

they desire based on their knowledge and experience. 

Completed. 

Update: Members have been identified for all TWiGs. 

However in some TWIGs there is still space for additional 

volunteers but that will addressed  when the TWiG have 

started to work on the assigned technical topic. 

e. CCT will look into the recommendation to have an 

emergency response group to coordinate emergencies. 

Pending. 

Update: CCT to send an email asking for volunteers. 

 

YRCS to share emergency 

response focal points contact 

information 
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f. CCT to hold bilateral meeting with YRCS to identify avenues 

of collaboration in emergency response and displacement 

tracking. Completed. 

Update: Meeting was held on 22/01 with agreement on 

sharing FP information which was not shared yet  with the 

CCT. 

g. CCT to share the winter support matrix with partners in 

order to fill it. Pending. 

Update: Winter matrix shared with Sub National Cluster 

Coordinators for them to update with their Partners. 

h. YFCA still waiting for IOM to disburse funds to be able to 

start distribution of winterization NFIs cash grants. 

Completed. 

Update: CCT Contacted HPF unit to speed up the process.  

i. Cluster IM focal point will share with the cluster partners 

the plan of moving from Excel to ActivityInfo after finalizing 

it. Pending. 

Update: Not finalized yet. 

j. Cluster IM focal point will send a reminder to partners to 

participate in IM focal point survey with deadline extended 

to Thursday 18th December 2018. Completed. 

Update: List of focal points received. 

k. CCT to look into prepositioning stocks in priority locations 

with Partners. Pending. 

Update: This will be looked into for the next HPF first 

Allocation 2018. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Any partner did not participate in 

the IM focal point survey to share 

the data directly with the 

National Cluster IM focal point 

 

 

 

3. Update on Al Hudaydah Response 

  

- RCT in Al Hudaydah had a meeting with the governor and the 

idea of establishing camps in AlSukhna district and provide 

more cash assistance in the south was discussed. 

- It was explained that it is better to assist people where they 

choose to settle also Alsokhna district is close to the 

frontlines.Cluster Coordinator encouraged partners that have 

offices in Al Hudaydah, Aden and Ibb hubs to try to be part of 

the response and coordination at the Sub-National level and 

be active in providing information and updates. Also he 

motivated partners to move from in-kind to cash where 

feasible  because provision of cash assistance is much faster, 

less logistically challenging and people can spend the cash in 

their priority needs. 

 

Participants Illustrations: 

DRC: mentioned that the main challenge in Al Hudaydah is 

granting approval from authorities to provide response. 

Bayt Alensaniah Foundation requested clarification on the 

alternatives for establishing camps especially that IDPs 

movements are very dynamically from one place to another. 

It was clarified that camps are not sustainable solution, cost 

too much to be established and maintained, isolate IDPs from 

CCT to circulate Al Hudaydah / 

Taizz displacement dashboard to 

partners each week 

Sub-National cluster focal points 

to contact the focal points of 

NMCHA to share with partners 
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the community and people are not always safe / could be 

easily targeted. In camp you have to give them all support 

(Water, education…ect) but in host community IDPs mix up 

with the community and both the IDPs and the community 

benefit from the services. 

Bayt Alenshaniah Foundation mentioned that expressed 

that he is not supporting the idea of establishing camps but 

he wondering what is the way to differentiate between the 

new and the old IDPs caseload especially for the IDPs who are 

living with host families. 

It was confirmed that no shortcut way to know that but the 

effective way is to have focal points on the ground  

ExU encouraged Partners to approach the Executive Unit as 

they have a detailed database of the IDPs and have the 

capacity to assist any partner has a project to implement 

 

4. Update on Winterization Support 

- No In-kind, Voucher winter support assistance shall be 

distributed after February but Cash assistance can be discussed 

as IDPs could buy anything that they need. 

- YFCA: All of their winter support interventions are cash 

- NRC: Finalized the winter support distributions. 

- LMMPO: Asked if it is possible that organizations submit winter 

support assistance projects for the HPF first allocation 2018 to 

be implemented in October? 

It was explained that this idea may not be accepted as it will be 

too early to be funded in the first allocation but rather it will 

be more appropriate for the second allocation that shall take 

place before the next winter season.  

 

 

5. Update on IDP Hosting Sites 

  Points discussed on the CCCM meeting: 

- Integrated response will be given to the IDPs in 317 prioritized 

site, which need to be decreased, and 44 sites will be piloted. 

In 44 sites, identification of needs and provision of response 

will be done jointly across all Clusters to address the gaps. Focal 

points for each site will be determined.  

- Minimum assistance package for all clusters that was agreed in 

2017 will be used in 2018 

- Four partners were interested in IDPs hosting site TWIG but 

only two would be chosen to lead (INGO, NGO) 

CCT to circulate the integrated 

response methodology with the 

partners 

CCT to share the pilot sites with 

the ExU to specify the focal points 

 

6. Update from partners 

Marafea Al Yemen: Suggested that ExU share a list of focal 

points with information on their role and the mechanism of 

work and coordination  with them. 

It was explained that the CCT will ask NMCHA to share the focal 

points on the ground in order to share it with Cluster partners. 

YFCA mentioned that they have a cash assistance project in 

Huth district but they have gap of partners to assist 44 family. 

CCT will ask NMCHA to share the 

focal points on the ground in 

order to share it with Cluster 

partners. 
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SAMA Al Yemen offered their readiness to cover the gap 

Yemen AlKhair Foundation asked for recommendations on how 

to get de-confliction for the trucks movements 

SAMA Al Yemen also has have difficulties on getting de-

confliction for the trucks movements on the road. Moreover it 

takes three weeks to get approval for the de-confliction of fixed 

locations such as warehouses or distribution sites even during 

emergencies 

Cluster Coordinator will rise the issue in the next ICCM to know 

if there is a mechanism to de-conflict trucks movements. 

7. AoB 

- CCT looking for key resource persons who will support the 

cluster and will be provided with trainings if needed. The 

volunteers will need to committee to support for at least 9 

months. Its preferably to have the same system atthe National 

level and Sub-National level. Resource persons should have 

some experience since the Cluster will not be providing 

trainings from scratch. 

- No information submitted to the FTS for funds received in 2018  

- CCT emphasized that no more than one representative per 

agency shall register for the general Cluster meetings and try 

to register only if you will attend. 

CCT to share a survey to partners 

to volunteer to be a key resource 

person for particular theme.  

 

 

  

 Annex 1: List of Participants 

Agency Name Participant Name Position / Title Phone No. Email Address 

Cluster 
Coordination Team 

Charles Campbell Snr. Cluster 
Coordinator 

712225117  Coord.yemen@sheltercluste
r.org  

Monir AlSobari Deputy Cluster 

Coordinator 

712225045 Depcoord.yemen@sheltercl
uster.org 

Ali Aleryani Cluster IM Focal 

Point  

712225122 Im.yemen@sheltercluster.or
g 

Mawada 
Foundation 

Ahlam Ahmed Al 
Magrabi vice president 777446522 

ahlam77744@gmail.com 

Sama Al-Yemen 

Development 

Foundation  

Nawal Esmail Al-

Dhahebi  

Program & 

Project Director  733285856 
samayemen72011@hotmail
.com 

Yemen Family 

Care Association 

(YFCA) Diena Murshed 

Protection, 

Shelter and 

Gender Program 

Officer 774093363 d.murshed@yfca.org 

DRC Harris 

Emergency 

Coordinator  775567965 h.nyatsanza@drcyemen.org  
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CSSW Mona Alhajri EPC 

+96777590088

9 monatalhajri@gmail.com 

Act Now 

Foundation  Nada Al-Salami 

Program 

assistant 711601955 nadasalami84@gmail.com 

Wethaq 

Foundation for Civil 

Orientation Maha Al-Maktari 

Executive 

Director 736861641 malmaktari@wethaq.org 

SRA Foundation 

for Sustainable 

Development Abdurabh Alrawhani 

Executive 

Director  777187665 abdurabh1@yahoo.com.hk 

Raf foundation for 

development  Mona Ahmed Hussein  

Executive 

manager  777833114 
monahussein2016@yahoo.c
om 

Al Basma 

Foundation Abdul Aalem Mahyoub 

Prgrams and 

Projects Unit +9671577734 sordyemen@gmail.com 

Green Land 

Foundation Hani Saeed 

General 

Manager 

+96777550444

1 glordyemen@gmail.com 

National Prisoner 

Foundation Himiar Al-kadri 

Programs 

Coordinator 771249055 npfsajeen@gmail.com 

Yemen Red 

Crescent 

Mohamed Yahya 

Sawlan 

Disaster 

Management 

Coordinator  733630081 
sawlan.mohamed@gmail.co
m 

AlEkram 

Foundation Bushra Alsharafi Projects Officer  
alekramfoundation@gmail.c
om 

Enmaa Social 

Foundation for 

Development Amer Ali Al Hajjaji 

Executive 

Director 777762202 enma.yemen@gmail.com 

Wujoh Foundation 

for Media and 

Development 

Ahmed Tawfiq Al-

shargbi finance officer  777381159 ahmed7tawfiq7@gmail.com 

SDF Mona Ghazi Ismail 

Monitoring & 

Evaluation 

Assistant 739167451 mghazi@sdfyemen.org 

NFRD 

Nabeel Mohammed 

ALsorehy 

Program 

assisstant 771141277 nfrd2015@gmail.com 

Wafa to Yemen 

Foundation Sumaiah Mujaly Projects Officer 774415663 
alwafadevlop2015@gmail.c
om 

NFDHR hayat Nosair  

Shelter Program 

Manager  730190834 hnosair@nfdhr.org  

Bayt Alensaniah 

Foundation  Ameen Alolofi 

Executive 

Manager 771616720 ameen@hhord.org.ye 
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Humanitarian 

Response Team Abdulrahman Labib  

Programme 

Coordination  735542942 
abdulrahman.labib@hrty.or
g 

Marafea AlYemen 

Foundation 

Mohammed Al 

Maqsaei  

Vice Executive 

Manager  773999949 maxay2005@gmail.com 

Mozn Foundation Mohammed Ali Alawsh Project Officer 771420403 alawsh@mozn-ye.org 

YDN wedad Sharaf Al-azazi  

Shelter 

coordinator  774488847 info@ydnorg.org 

ZOA  International Abdulatif M. AL-Seraji 

WASH 

Technician 777264874 a.seraji@zoa.ngo 

AOBWC Qais Al-haj 

Manager of 

Education 

Program 775880808 Qais.Al-haj@alaman.org 

Humantrian Forum 

Yemen (HFY) Waleed Hael Project Manger 777005551 waleedhael@hfyemen.org 

NRC Abdulmalek Alsharafi 

WASH/Shelter 

Area 

Coordinator 777755795 
abdulmalek.alsharafi@nrc.n
o 

Rofqa for humanita

rian development (

RHD) Dalal Ahmed Al Jabri Relations 770029514 relations@rofqa.org 

AlBurhan 

Foundation Basheer Al Shoabi project Manager  773890602 pro@bdrye.org 

Yemen Foundation 

for Voluntary Work Nuha Al Habal  Volunteer  771063355 yfvw.yemen@gmail.com 

ADO Amal Salah 

Program 

Assistant 770155855 
asalah.sanaa@absyemen.or
g 

BFF amal almaswari manager  733227024 amal.ogr2@gamil.com 

ADRA Yemen Ahmed A. Sallam 

Program 

Manager 770705903 
ahmed.sallam@adrayemen.
org 

Handicap 

International Weam Yahya  775121220 
toinclusion.san@handicap-
international-ye.org 

NRC Denis Igua Wash Spcialist 730255594 denis.igua@nrc.no 

YARD Yemen Suzan  730255594 
suzan@yard-yemen.org 

LMMPO Hareth Al-Eryani 

LMMPO 

Coordinator 777573133 

haritheryani@hotmail.com 
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